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Abstract: We present image intensified video observations of spectra of persistent meteor trains
during Leonids 2001. Three distinct phases of the train evolution were found. The first two phases
show atonric line spectra but both spectra are different by the presence of lines of higher excitation
in the second phase. We interpret the first phase, which lasts only few seconds, as a rapid cooling

of gas under non‑equilibrium conditions. The second phase, lasting tens of second, was found to
be driven by atomic recombinations. The third phase shows continuous spectrum which emerges
about 20 seconds after the train formation and persists for minutes. Several molecular species are
probably responsible for the luminosity but they could not be reliably identifled.

1. OBSERVATIONS
We report here observations of persistent meteor trains performed with image intensifled
video cameras during the 2001 Leonid meteor shower. The observations were done at two sites
in Arizona, USA, the Mt. Lemmon Observatory (110?788 W, 32?442 N, 2791 m) and the Crystal
Forest station (109?890 W, 34?793 N, 1667 m). Slitless spectroscopy with 600 grooves/mm ob‑
jective gratings and second generation Dedal 41 image intensifiers was performed. A 1.4/50 mm
lens providing field of view of 25' and spectral resolution 11.5 A/mm was used most of the
time. A 2/85 mm lens with 15' field of view and 7 A/mm was used part of the time.
Both cameras were used for continuous recording and taking meteor spectra. When a flreball
appeared and persistent train was formed somewhere on the sky, the camera was moved and, if
necessary, the grating rotated to get the train spectruln. In total, nine first order train spectra

were obtained this way. The time interval between the train
spectrum ranged between 4 and 90 seconds. In one case, the
was taken in high spectral orders. That record also contained
train evolution. The train spectrum was then observed in the

formation and the capture of its
spectrum of the mother fireball
0.8 s of the initial stage of the
frst order at the second station

starting 18 s after the formation.

This paper is based on the analysis of two well observed trains. The flrst is the above
mentioned train observed at both stations. The mother flreball occurred on November 17 at
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12:57:23 UT during the morning twilight, one day before the Leonid peak. We refer to this train
as to Train 1. The second analyzed train, Train 6, was formed on November 18 at 11:O1:02 UT
during the first Leonid peak. It was observed with the 85 mm lens from 5 s after the formation.

When watching the records, one can easily distinguish three phases of the evolution of
the train spectra. At the beginning, the train intensity decreases rapidly and the spectrum is
dominated by atomic line emissions. We call this phase the afrerglow. The afterglow of another
Leonid fireball was studied in detail by Borovieka & Jenniskens (Q‑OOO, hereafter referred to as
Paper I) . The second phase is also dominated by atomic lines but the spectrum is different
and the intensity of the lines d creases slowly. We call this phase, which persists for about 40
seconds, the line phase. After about 20 s after train fonnation a continuous emission emerges
and persists for minutes. We call this the continuum phase. In the follo ving, we will analyze
the spectra of the three phases separately.

Fig. 1: A superposition of two video frames showing the spectrum of the flreball just before maximum

brightness and the spectrum of the train just after the fireball disappearance. The wavelengths
increase from the left to the right and the spectrum starts
'ith the overlapping lines of Na
(5893 A) in the second order and Ca+ (3933 A) in the third order.

2. THE AFTERGLOW
In Fig. I the spectra of the flreball and the afterglow are compared. They are quite different.
In accordance with previous flndings, the flreball spectrum contains also lines of high excitation

and/or ionization of both meteoric, (Ca+, /Ig+, Si+, Fe+, H) and atmospheric origin (N, O).
These lines are absent in the afterglow spectrum. On contrary, the afterglow spectrum contains
10w excitation intercombination (semi‑forbidden) Iines of Fe, llg, and Ca with low transition
probability. Also the forbidden green oxygen line is present. The only lines common to both
spectra are low and medium excitation lines with high transition probability of Na, Fe, Ca,
and Mg. See Paper I for a detailed line identiflcation.
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The line decay rate was found to be proportional to the upper excitation potential, i.e. the
intensity decrease is slowest for the lines with lowest excitation potential. ALter a fraction of
second, the spectrum is dominated by lines with excitation potential less than 3 eV, regardless

of transition probability. This behavior was explained in Paper I by a rapid cooling of gas
under non‑equilibrium conditions. Low electron density in the train causes non‑Boltzmann
population of levels in atoms. In general, the intensity of a line, I, is proportional to the
number of atoms in the upper state, Ni, and the transition probability A ･'s3'

I ‑ hv NiAij, (1)
where h is the Planck constant and v is the frequency of the transition. Here we assume that
the train is optically thin. Since hv and Aij are atomic constants, the actual line intensities
depend on the level populations. Since the atomic processes are extremely short in comparison
with the lifetime of the train, the level population can be estimated from the condition of
statistical equilibrium. Under the conditions in the afterglow, atomic levels are depopulated
mainly by radiative and collisional deexcitation and populated by collisional excitation from
the ground level. The frequencies of these processes are proportional to:

radiative deexcitation ‑ NiAi (2)

collisional deexcitation ‑ NtCio = NineQi (3)
= NoneQie E /kT
collisionalNoCoiexcitation
‑ (4)

Here Ai =

j<i Aij Is the radiative deexcitation rate, C is the collisional transition probability,

ne is free electron density, Qi is a function slightly dependent on temperature, Ei is the excita‑

tion potential, k is Boltzmann constant and T is temperature. Combining the above equations,
we find that the level population is proportional to

Ni ‑ Noe Ei/kT (5)
Ai/neQi + I '

To explain the afterglow spectrum, we found a typical value of neQi

; 105 s 1. The allowed

transitions (Ai F :; I08 s 1) are weakened relatively to the semi‑forbidden transitions (Ai

s l03

s 1) in comparison with thermal equilibrium conditions when Ai << neQi for all lines. We
ignored the statistical weight of levels in this order‑of‑magnitude computation.

3. THE LlNE PHASE
The spectra of both trains in the line phase are shown in Fig. 2. Detailed line identification
is given in Table 1. The spectrum is different from the spectrum of afterglow by the presence
of lines of relatively high excitation. The magnesium line at 5180 A with excitation potential
of 5 . I eV is one of the brightest lines I Lines up to excitation potential 7 eV are present . The

lines of high excitation persist in the spectrum and do not decay more quickly than the low
excitation lines. The intensities of three lines as a function of time are shown in Fig. 3. There
might be even intensity increase in some lines after the rapid decay of the afterglow, in the
time period which, unfortunately, was not well covered by observations.
l In fact, this Mg line is blended with a low excitation Fe line. However, the Fe line contributes only a
minor part of the intensity as can be seen on the Fe line at 5110 A which has always nearly the same
intensity as the Fe line at 5170 A. The Fe and Mg lines are separated in the third order spectrum of the
afterglow. The Mg line is much fainter there than the Fe lines (see Fig. 1).
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Fig. 2: The spectrum of Train 6 at 8 sec after formation (left) and Train I at 1)̲1 sec after formation

(right). The images were obtained by averaging dozens of video frames to reduce the noise of
the image intensifier. Spectral lines are identifled.

Table 1 Line identiflcation for Train 6 at time 8 sec. The observed wavelength [A] and intensity in
arbitrary units (but corrected for spectral sensitivity of the camera) is given for each line. The

identification is given in form of laboratory wavelength, atom, and multiplet nurnber. The
excitation potential [eV] and radiative deexcitation rate [s l] of the upper level is also given as
well as the radiative transition probability for the line [s l]. 2.2+4 means 2.2 x l04.

Aobs

I

4210 22

4375 16
4425 11

Alab

Ei Ai

4216 Fel 3
4207 Fel 3
4 ̲27 Cal 2
4376 Fel 2

2.94
3.00
2.93
2,83
2.85
2,88
2,87
2,88
2.88
2.71
6.98
4.71
4.71
4.59
4.59

44･̲7 Fe 1 2

4435 Fel 2

4460 8.5 4469̲ Fel 2
4482 Fe 1 2

4490 Fel 2

4571 h,Igl 1
4570 9
4700 1.5 4703 ,Igl 11
4755 1.2 4752 Nal 11
4748 Nal 11
4985 O.6 4983 NaJ 9
4979 Nal 9
, .42
5110 4.5 5110 Fel 1
5184
h,Igl
2
5.11
14
5180

Ai j

2.2+4
1.1+4
2.2+8
3.0+4
4.6+4
1.7+4

1.8+4
7.1+3
2.2+8
3.0+4
4.5+4
4.7+3
3.0+4
3･0+4
2.3+4 2.1+4
1.2+4
1･7+4
4.3+2 4.3+2
)‑.6+7

f)̲.6+7

2.8+6 1.3+6
6.3+5
Q‑･8+6
4.9+6
7･5+6
7.5+6 4.1+6
5.1+3 4.9+3
1.0+8 5.7+7

Aobs I

Alab

5173 ivlgl 2

5169 Fel 1
5166 Fel 1
51)̲60 4.5

59̲70 Fel 37

5400 0.9 5435 Fel 15
5406 Fel 15
5371 Fel 15

5530 1.3 5528 IVlg 1 9
5690 1.0 5688 Nal 6
5683 NaT 6
58go Nal l
5895 8

6170 1
6360 1
6570 1

Ei Ai Aij

4. '̲8

1.0+8
4.2+3
1.4+3
4.2+6
1.1+7
1.2+7
l.2+7
2.0+7
1.9+7
1.9+7

'̲.10

6.Q‑+7

5.11

'̲.45

2.40
3.96
3.29
3.28
3.27
6.59
4.28

3.5+7
3.6+3
1.4+3
3.7+6
1.7+6
1.1+6
1.0+6
2.0+7
l.9‑+7

1.0+7
6.2+7
5896 Nal 1 2.10 6.2+7 6.2+7
6161 Nal 5 4.12 7.8+6 5.2+6
6169‑ Cal 3
3.91 8.6+7 4.8+7
6166 Cal 20 4.53 2.2+7 '‑.2+7
6359 Fel 13 2.81 4.3+2 4.3+2
1.S9 2.6+3 9 .6+3
6573 Cal 1

The spectrum of Train I varied with height at this phase. This was well visible on color

photographs taken from Mt Lemmon by J. Kac (private communication2). The upper part of
the train is blue while the lower part is yellow. The spectrum (Fig. ‑ )) shows that the lvlg lines

extend higher than the Na line. The blue color was likely supported also by the
at 3S30 A, where the image intensifler is not sensitive.

llg multiplet 3

The physical mechanism behind the line radiation must be different than that in the af‑
terglow phase because the spectrum and its time e,volution is different. We need a physical
see http : //wvw . orion‑drustvo .

si/MBKTeam/meteors/le0200lphotoaz .

htm
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Fig. 3: Intensities of three lines in two trains as a function of time. Intensities are in arbitrary units.

mechanism to excite atomic levels up to at least 7 eV. Thermal collisions are insufficient because

train temperature was much lower than 1000 K at this time. Chemical reactions are hardly so
exothermal to provide enough energy. We therefore propose that atomic recornbination followed
by electron downward cascade is responsible for the population of high levels. This process was
previously discarded as the explanation of meteor train luminosity (Cook & Hawkins 1956),
nevertheless that conclusion was not based on train spectra and must be revised.
The population of a level due to recombination is proportional to:

recombination ‑ n N+a(T, Ee)

; n N+ao(T)e E /D (6)

where N+ is the number of single ionized atoms and a is the recombination coefiicient for a
given level. Here the recombination coe icient includes also recombinations to higher levels
which then contribute to the population of the given level by downward cascading. It would be
very dif cult to compute this coefiicient for each level. We therefore assumed the dependence
on excitation potential to be of a simple exponential form and introduced the constant D. This
is rather a fitting forrnula than a physically justified approach but it can explain the observed

spectrum surprisingly well as we will see below. We can neglect collisional excitation in the
line phase because of low temperature. The statistical equilibrium can be therefore computed
from Eqs. (2), (3) and (6). The resulting formula for level population is

Ns
neN+ oio (T) e Ei /D ( 7)
.
Ai + neQi

Using this formula and Eq. (1), the observed spectrum was fltted. A good flt was obtained
by putting neQi = I04 s 1 and D = 0.84 eV for all elements. The values of N+aio must be,
naturally, different for each element. The spectrum was fitted only on relative scale, so the
relative values of N+aio for five elements to the value for iron were adjusted and are given

in Table 2. The comparison of the observed and computed spectrum is given in Fig. 4. A
Gauss profile was assigned to the computed lines to simulate the resolution of the observed
spectrum. The agreement is very good, all lines could be explained and only in few cases there
is a signiflcant discrepancy in the intensity (eg. the lines at 4755 and 5260 A). Considering
all simplification we made, the number of discrepancies is surprisingly small. We therefore
consider recornbination to be a likely mechanism to produce the line phase of the train. The
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only not well understood aspect is the high abundance of Mg ions relatively to Fe ions (see
Table 2), because both the ionization potential and recombination coefficient of Mg and Fe are
similar (Shull & Steenberg 1982).
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Fig. 4: The comparison of the observed and computed spectrum of Train 6 at 8 seconds. The computed

spectrum was multiplied by the spectral sensitivity curve of the instrument, which is also given.

Table 2: The product of the number of ions and the recombination coefficient relative to iron needed
to fit the spectrum of Train 6 at 8 sec. Relative chondritic abundances of atoms are given for
com parison.

(N+ao)El/(N+0io)F*
20

Chondritic abundance relative to Fe

Na

0.3

Ca

0.2

0.06
0.07
0.015
0.01

Element

Mg
Cr

0.05

Mn

< 0.02

1.2

Nice spectra of Leonid trains in the line phase were presented at this conference by Suzuki
(2002). He covered a spectral range mostly different from us (3750‑4500 and 7500‑9500 A) and
detected a number of other emissions of Na I, Mg I, Al I, Sil, and Fe I. All can be explained by

the recombination mechanism. He also detected molecular bands of 02 and OH, where other
mechanisms may be involved.
For a deflnitive conflrmation of the recombination mechanism, a quantitative analysis must
be done in the future. A preliminary order‑of‑magnitude estimate suggests that recombination
is plausible to explain the train luminosity. The total luminosity of bright lines such as the
Mg lines at 4570 and 5180 A over the bright part of Train 6 (about 1.5 km long) corresponded

to about l020 emitted photons per second. The product neN+ao for Mg should therefore be
‑ I023 s 1. Since aio F
10‑12 cm3 s 1, that number can be achieved with the luminous volume
of the order of 1012 cm3 (length 1.5 km, radius ‑ 15 m), ne
1012 cm 3 and N+ ̲ I023 (i.e.
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Fig. 5: The spectrum of Train 6 at 2 minutes 12 sec after the formation with the direct image of the
train (zero order) taken shortly afterwards in the inset (left). A part of the spectrum of Train 1
at 56 sec after formation together with the image of the train (right). The images were obtained
by averaging dozens of video frames to reduce the noise of the image intensifler.

the densrty of rons of 1011 cmL3). The total number of l023 Mg ions corresponds to few grams
of

llg. Since more than half of lvlg atoms is expected to be ionized during the me.teor phase

(at T ‑ 5000 K) and Mg may represent about 10% of meteoroid mass, an initial meteoroid
mass of the order of tens of grams is needed ‑ a value quite possible for a Leonid flreball. The
assumed electron density is, however, rather high. Such nuntber of electrons c,an be produced
during the fireball passage, but such a high electron density does not correspond to the low
value of neQi' The solution could be a ion‑ion recombination, which could also ac,count for the
absence of the Na line at highe,r altitudes (Baggaley 1977).

4. THE CONTlNUUM PHASE
At the time 20‑30 s after the train formation, when the atomic lines weakened, a featureless
continuum appeared in the yellow and red part of the spectrum. The intensity of the continuum
increase,d at the beginning, then became stable and later decreased gradually as the train
dispersed. The continuum phase is evidently responsible for the persistence of meteor trains
for minutes or longer. While the train at the line phase still approximately follo vs the meteor

path, we found that the continuum may become strong at only some points along the train
and the train then becomes deformed soon.
The images of train spectra in the continuum phase are shown in Fig. 5. The continuunl
was probably caused by some molecular emissions excited by chemical reactions. No clear band
structure vhich would help to identify the source is, however, e¥'ident. Several identification
were proposed in the past on the basis of train observations: FeO (Jenniskens et al. 2000), N02

(Paper I), OH (Clemesha et al. 2001). Theoretical work considered the emissions of FeO and
other metal oxides, N02, S02, Fe, Na, 02 (Baggaley 1976,

/Iurad 2001, Kruschwitz et al. Q̲OO1).
In Fig. 6 we compare the observed spectrum with the laboratory spectrum of FeO. There is some
similarity in the position of the maxima, nevertheless the FeO bands are not vell pronounced in
the observed spectrum. There is also additional luminosity in the red and infrared part of the
spectrum with possible maximum at ‑ 7500 A but the low sensitivity of the instrument in this

region prevents to say more. FeO probably contributes to the spectrum but cannot explain all
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Fig. 6 The observed spectra of Train 6 at two times compared with the laboratory spectrum of FeO

(taken from Jenniskens et al. 2000). The dashed line represent the observed signal without
calibration to spectral sensitivity of the instrument.

luminosity. Possible other contributors can be OH, N02 and CaO. The presence of OH bands
in other phases of train evolution (Suzuki 2002, Abe et al. 2002) supports t,hat identification.
Nevertheless, deflnite answer on the nature of persistent continuous emission in meteor trains
can be obtained only by using high resolution slit spectroscopy.

5. CONCLUSIONS
We have identifled three distinct phases in the evolution of persistent Leonid trains. The
first phase is an afterglow, Iasting just few seconds. The spectrum is dominated by atomic
lines of low excitation. Physically, this phase can by explained by rapid cooling of gas under
non‑equilibrium conditions. The second phase lasts for tens of seconds and is characterized

by atomic lines of low and medium excitation. The source of the luminosity seems to be
atomic recombination. Finally, the last phase which can last for minutes is characterized by a
continuous spectrum. We can speculate that chemiluminescence is responsible for this phase
but the exact species involved are to be identified. The three phases described in this paper
are typical for Leonid trains, though individual trains can differ in details as indicatedby a
preliminary survey of other data.
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